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Abstract
Rational secret sharing module combines Game theory with cryptography by taking rational behavior into consideration thus has a
wider range of application. We apply rational secret sharing into threshold signature so as to construct a hierarchical structure that is
described by extended game. Dynamic game of complete information is applied into partial signature’s distribution and reconstruction phase where a probable value is calculated that can maximize the payoff. In each round of the game, secret key is iteratively
generated in a way that any forge secret key will be detected by PKG system. Mixed strategy model is adopted instead of pure strategy model to prevent deviation, which is proved to be Nash equilibrium. Correctness and anti-deceive feature is proofed. The security is based on solving BDH problem in group so the scheme is high effective and chosen cipher text security.
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can’t be identified by players. In addition, it is possible for
rational player to cheat in the process of secure multiparty
computation. The solution in reference [9] does not rely on
computational assumptions. Their scheme has information
theoretic security. However, their scheme does not have
resistance against coalitions. The solutions of [10, 11] constructs the secret sharing scheme based on repeated games,
however, every player has high probability to obtain the
secret in his last round. So, their solutions are susceptible
to backward induction. The solutions of reference [12, 13]
require the involvement of some (minimally trusted)
external parties during the reconstruction phase, whereas it
is very hard to find parties that all the players can trust.
In all traditional threshold signature schemes, signers
are divided into two types-the honest one and the malicious
one. Based on this, Shamir [14] firstly raised the concept of
ID-based signature which enables the signer generate
verification information from identity. Therefore the security has been improved since the first threshold signature
[15]
based on secret sharing [1] in 1992. Paterson [16] extended
the ID-based signature to standard model. While the two
types have many limitations, a new type is introduced
called the rational one[18] whose target is to maximize his
utility. The player’s strategy is influenced by rational thinking where he wants himself only to get the correct secret
yet in a legal way. In the next papers [17-19] more schemes
had been raised in this frame.
We combine the secret sharing scheme with threshold
signature so that the signers are described as rational. For
example, a group of people share a bank account and they
have to sign a document collectively to open the coffer.
However, each one of them wants to obtain the final signed
document to get access to the gold. So the bank has to
make sure that they all obtained the gold at the same time.
Constructing the signature scheme under rational module
can solve the problem above without any deviation. We
apply the ID-based hierarchical structure [20] which is first

1 Introduction
Traditional m-out-of-n secret sharing scheme was introduced independently by Shamir [1] and Blakley[2] in 1979.
The idea is: a dealer divides a secrets into "shares" s1, s2,
…, sn, which are distributed among n parties over a secret
channel. The required properties are that at least m or more
parties can reconstruct the secret s from their shares, but
any set of fewer than m parties has no information about s.
In the process of reconstruction, each party is supposed to
broadcast its share to all others. However, the traditional
scheme can’t prevent the dealer’s and players’ cheating.
Chor B[3] proposed the concept of verifiable secret sharing (VSS). Feldman [4] and Pedersen [5] respectively gave a
VSS scheme based on Shamir’s scheme which can effecttively detect cheat of player and the dealer. But the VSS
scheme can not to take precautions against cheat. Lin[6]
propose a secret sharing protocol to solve the cheating
problem without the simultaneous release constraint. But it
fails in the last round in which the player who cheats will
obtain the secret exclusively.
Recently, the cryptographic community rational secret
sharing in game theoretic settings to overcome the problem, whereas we can’t solve the program using use traditional approach. A series of research works [7-13] have focused on designing rational secret sharing protocols in a
game light. Rational secret sharing was first introduced by
Halpern and Teague[7], whose protocols use the key idea
that the only hope of getting a practical mechanism for
secret sharing lies in using uncertainty about when the
game will end to induce cooperation. Moreover, they think
there is no practical mechanism for 2 out of 2 secret
sharing. Whereas, we claim that it is possible there are protocols for 2 out of 2 secret sharing? Kol G [8] proposed a
rational secret sharing scheme protocol by some meaningful and meaningless encryptions and secure multiparty
computation. However, the share distributed by the dealer
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raised by Akl, S. G. and Taylor, P. D. [21] with rational
secret sharing. I the scheme, players generate their personal
secret key through hierarchical mechanism. Extended
game model[22] is integrated with this structure to give the
condition of Nash Equilibrium[23] of dynamic games of
complete information[24]. Eventually, every signer gets the
whole signature at the last round.
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3. 1 INITIALIZATION
Let e: G1×G1→G2 be a admissible pairing in which P is the
generator of group G1, A0 is the identity element. Ran*
domly choose and secret random number s0 ( s0  Z q ), let
Q0  s0 P0 . Choose three hash functions H1, H2 and H3 as
random oracle. So the system parameters are (G1, G2, e, P0,
Q0, H1, H2). PKG will keep H3 secret to compute all the
correlative value.
PKG chooses secret
parameter in which to construct a
t 1
i
polynomial f ( x)   bi x . Let be the main secret key and
i 0
Q = sP0.
*
Compute every sub secret keys as si  f (i ) ( si  Z q )
to form the threshold secret sharing. Send the sub secret
keys to the signers.

2 Background Knowledge
2. 1DYNAMIC GAME OF COMPLETE
INFORMATION
In a dynamic game of complete information each player
acts in a specified order. Former decision is fathomable by
the latter one. According to the former player’s strategy,
the latter player makes his own.
Definition 1(The extended description of the dynamic
game). A dynamic game of complete information is as
follows:
1. Players set: i {1, 2, , n} ;
2. The order of moves: describe when does each player
takes their action;
3. Players’ action set: {s1 , s2 , sn };
4. Players’ payoff function: {u1 , u2 , un };

3. 2 GENERATION OF THE HIERARCHICAL KEY
When all the signers obtain their sun secret key ( si  Z q ),
PKG computes as well as the correlative value between
two adjacent nodes. The hierarchical keys are generated as
follows:
PKG computes P1 = H1( s0 || r0,1 )  G1 to the first sub
node, in which is the correlative value of root node and the
first node.
Each father node computes Pi = H1(IDi-1|| ri 1,i )  G1, in
which is the correlative value of father node and sub node.
Each father node
computes IDi’s hierarchical key Ai: Ai
i
=Ai-1+ si 1 Pi =  sk 1 Pk .
k 1
Each father node
computes (1≤k≤i-1).
After the computation, father node will send Ai and all
the to their sub node. The rule of communication will be
given in the next section. Signing system PKG will verify
the correctness of Pi in the generation phase after publishing all the common parameters.
*

2. 2 ADMISSIBLE PAIRINGS
A pairing is defined as an admissible pairing if it satisfies:
1. Bilinear: for all P, Q  G1 .
2. Non-degeneration: If P is the generator of G1 , then is
the generator of G2 .
3. Computable: For any P, Q  G1 , can be effectively
computed.

2. 3 BDH PROBLEM

3. 3 THE GAME

Assume is a group. P  G1 , aP , bP , are all randomly
chosen from where a, b, c are randomly chosen from
Z / qZ . The BDH problem is to compute e( P, P) abc .

The hierarchical key structure matches the extended description of dynamic game of complete information. In the
game tree, each node stands for the decision point of each
signer. There are two strategies for them so from the root
node it is a binary tree. Once all the signers compute their
partial signature, they will send the signature to others.
For each node, define the payoff of IDi as follows:
 U1 defines the payoff receiving the correct partial
signature;
 U2 defines the payoff receiving the forged partial
signature;
Obviously U1>U2. We assume in each transmission,
signer’s best interest is to obtain the correct partial signature; their ultimate goal is to obtain all the correct partial
signatures.
In a synchronizing channel, every signer follows the
rules of transmission in each round:
(1) If signer IDi has received the hierarchical secret key
from father node, he verifies the secret key and

3 The New Scheme
We combine the hierarchical key tree structure with the
extended description of the dynamic game, each key nodes
is corresponded to a decision point in a dynamic game tree.
Let players’ ID set be ID-tuple = {ID1,ID2,……,IDt}.
the order of the player in the scheme is randomly generated
with the following function by trusted PKG:
O(h)  Random( IDi ), h is the arbitrary history.
C0 is the starting node of hierarchical key tree structure.
Accordingly, C1 to Cn are the decision point corresponding
to players’ ID (assume ID sequence is already corresponded). There exist majorized relations in the hierarchical key
tree. That is if Ci Cj（i < j）means Ci majorizes Cj. In a
direct majorized relation, the sub node’s hierarchical key is
computed by its father node.
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3. 4 GENERATION OF THE THRESHOLD
SIGNATURE

computes the partial signature. Then broadcasts the
signature and computes the hierarchical secret key for
his sub node.
(2) If any broadcasted partial signatures or hierarchical
secret key are not well received, the game stops.

i

After each sub node has received the Ai =  sk 1 Pk and
k 1

Qk  sk P0 (1≤k≤i-1), he computes the partial signature as
follows:

Because in this game tree signers are absolutely aware
of the information of the former decisions, they take their
moves in a specified order, so the game is a dynamic game
of complete information.
Consider the pure strategy model[25]. Signer broadcasts
with the probability of 0 or 1. If all the signers have sent
their hierarchical secret keys, then the last signer will not
broadcast his partial signature as he is the only one to get
all the partial signatures. According to backward induction[26], no one will send the hierarchical secret key. Then
finally reach a Nash equilibrium that every one deviates.
So we consider the mixed strategy model[27]. The rules
are as follows:
(1) Each node computes and sends the hierarchical secret
key as defined, but broadcasts their partial signature in
a way that the correct one is sent with probability 
(0<  <1)while the forged one is sent with probability
1 .
(2) If any broadcasted partial signatures or hierarchical
secret key are not well received, the game stops.
(3) The last signer computes his partial signature and
broadcasts as rule (1). All the signers compute the final
signature and verify the correctness. If it’s incorrect,
replay the game.

(1) Let the message be M. Compute
Pm  H 2 ( IDi 1 || M )  G1 .

(2) Compute partial signature  i ( IDi , M )  Ai  si Pm .
(3) Through playing the game, signers exchange the partial
signature  i ( IDi , M ) and hierarchical secret key
Qk  sk P0 (1≤k≤i-1). Use the following function to
verify partial signature:
i

e( P0 ,  i )  e(Q0 , P1 )e(Qi , Pm ) e(Q j 1 , Pj )
j 2
e(Q0 , P1 ) can be computed in advance.

(4) After collecting all the partial signatures. Signers
compute the final signature:

 ( ID  tuple, M ) =

t

   =  A
i 1

t

i

i

t

e( P0 ,  )  e(Q0 , P1 )

i
i 1

t

i
e(Q, Pm )[e(Q j 1, Pj )] i j
i

j 2

4. 1 CORRECTNESS OF THE SIGNATURE
(1) correctness of partial signature
In our scheme, the correctness of the partial signature is verified by the following equation:
e( P0 ,  i ) = e( P0 , Ai  si Pm )
= e( P0 , Ai )e( P0 , si Pm )

e( P0 , si 1Pi )e( P0 , si Pm )
i

= e(Q , P )e(Q , P ) e(Q , P )
0
1
i
m
j 1
j
j 2

(2) correctness of final signature
In our scheme, the correctness of the final signature is verified by the following equation:
t

e( P0 ,  ) = e( P0 ,  Aii  sPm )
i 1

= e( P0 , A11 )e( P0 , A22 )

e( P0 , Att )e(Q, Pm )

t

= e(Q0 , P1 )

i
i 1

t

e(Q1 , P2 )

i
i 2

e(Qt 1 , Pt )e(Q, Pm )
t

t

i

i

 sPm

Signers use the following equation to verify the signature:

4 Scheme Analysis

= e( P0 , s0 P1 )

i 1

i
i
i
= e(Q , P )
i 1
e(Q, Pm ) [e(Q j 1 , Pj )] i j
0
1
j 2
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4. 2 CORRECTNESS OF THE GAME
In the game, all the signers are not sure whether the partial signatures broadcasted are correct or whether they have obtained all the pieces. Before reconstruction, the potency of signature is not guaranteed. So the last signer will not deviate,
according to backward induction, all signers will not deviate.
Signer IDi’s expected payoff is:
t 1 t  1
 
U i   tU1  (1   )t U 2  U1U 2     j (1   )t 1 j
j 1  j 

 t 1  t  1 j

j1  j  (1   )t 1 j  (1   )t 1 
  


=  tU1  (1   )t U 2  U1U 2 
=

 tU1  (1   )t U 2  U1U 2 (  (1   ))t 1  (1   )t 1 

=  U1  (1   )
The derivation of this equation is:
t

t

U 2  U1U 2  (1   )t 1U1U 2

U i
 t t 1U1  t (1   )t 1U 2  (t  1)(1   )t  2U1U 2


Let this equation equal to 0, we have the optimal probability  * . So the signer sends the correct partial signature with
probability  * , he will have the best payoff. It is Nash equilibrium of dynamic game of complete information.
4. 3 SECURITY

signatures, he still cannot tell whether they are correct.
The reconstructed final signature is uncertain.

Even the attacker has captured the partial signature
 i ( ID  tuple, M ) , it’s impossible to deduce the secret key
from it. The security is based on solving BDH problem on
group G1. In polynomial time, the BDH problem is incalculable. So the scheme is secure.
Because the key is iteratively generated, even any attacker has captured any ciphered texts by enquiries and
extractions he won’t deduce any recursion formula from
them. They can’t possess any useful secret key to generate
partial signature. The accuracy Rate of conjecture of the
signature is negligible. So our scheme is chosen cipher
text security.

5 Conclusions
We combine the rational secret sharing with hierarchical
key structure to raise a new rational threshold signature
scheme. By implementing the hierarchical key with
extended description of dynamic game, secret key is
been transmitted in a certain probability so that rational
signer has no idea that whether the partial signature is
correct. Deviation has been successfully prevented so the
game is Nash equilibrium according to the maximum
utility function. Partial signature is computed by father
node and broadcasted among all the signers, once if not
been well transmitted, the game ceases. Based on the
protocol analysis and security analysis, our scheme is
high efficient, secure, robust. In the future, we will
investigate the application of threshold signature in
Internet of things.

4. 4 ANTI DECEIVE FEATURE
Hierarchical secret key
Ai =Ai-1+ si 1 Pi , in which Pi = H1(IDi-1|| ri 1,i )  G1.
correlative value ri 1,i  h3 (Ci || IDi ) is indispensable to
compute Pi.
This correlative value is distributed by PKG at initialization phase. As H3 is kept secret, so the attacker has to
choose random number to forge the correlative value.
However, Ai is iteratively generated, PKG can detect from
the root node to any level of the tree. In the game, if any
attacker send the forged partial signature with the
probability of 1, then even though he gets all the partial
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